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The Best
Places to
Shop Around
the World
Are Virtuoso

PHOTO CREDIT

Discovering something wonderful on
vacation (say, an Italian wallet, French
perfume, a crystal bowl) and bringing it
home has always been a deeply gratifying
aspect of travel. That’s why Virtuoso partners with select retailers to make shopping
on vacation smarter, easier, and even more
rewarding. In the following pages, you’ll
find our favorite retailers in France, Spain,
Italy, and across North America. From
exclusive malls and department stores to
designer outlets, your Virtuoso travel advisor can arrange a custom shopping trip
with a stylist – or just a leisurely afternoon
of browsing – complete with special perks
and VIP treatment.

Clockwise from top left:
The Grand Canal Shoppes in
Las Vegas, Toronto flair at
Yorkdale, shoe envy at El Corte
Inglés’ flagship in Madrid,
and Southern style from The
Shops Buckhead Atlanta.
On the cover: Designer bags
at Galeries Lafayette.
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Beyond
Browsing
USA Luxury Shopping Consortium

From NYC’s swanky Madison Avenue to the
sophisticated River Oaks District in Houston,
USA Luxury Shopping Consortium works
with elite retail partners to create custom
luxury shopping and dining experiences in
some of the country’s top travel destinations:
• Atlanta: The Shops Buckhead Atlanta
• Honolulu: Ala Moana Center
• Houston: River Oaks District
• Las Vegas: Fashion Show and
The Grand Canal Shoppes
• Newport Beach: Fashion Island
• New York City: Madison Avenue
• Orlando: Mall at Millenia
• Santa Monica: Santa Monica Place
• Scottsdale: Scottsdale Fashion Square
• Washington, D.C.: Tysons Corner Center
With advance notice, USA Luxury will
work with retailers, spas, personal stylists,
and restaurants to plan half-day or fullday itineraries:
• Browse the top labels on your list, such
as Louis Vuitton, Dior, Tom Ford, Prada,
and Jimmy Choo.
• Receive a beauty makeover, sunglassstyling advice, or a fragrance-selection
primer, or take part in activities such as a
jewelry-making session.
Cap
it off with a memorable meal in an
•
award-winning restaurant.

The Luxe Pass provides Virtuoso
guests with an array of benefits
and exclusive services:
3 In-store Champagne and other
complimentary refreshments
3 Valet parking or transportation
3 Complimentary alterations and hotel
package delivery
3 Dining discounts
3 Gifts with purchase
3 A personal stylist and beauty assistance
VIRTUOSO
PERKS

BRING IT BACK:
The new Breitling Chronomat 44 Blacksteel Las
Vegas Edition II ensures on-time arrivals – with
panache – at every stop on your trip. Horologio Fine
Watches, Grand Canal Shoppes, Las Vegas, $11,515.
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DON’T MISS
Astute personal shoppers help you make the most of your
time: Seeking specific designer pieces? Have one arrange
for those items to be waiting upon your arrival.

BEACH BOUND
Keep it simple and chic for a weekend by the sea.
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Whether you’re headed to a
popular coastal haunt or a solitary shore, stylist Sara Aplanalp
from Newport Beach’s Fashion
Island (an open-air shopping
center with views of the Pacific
Ocean that’s part of the USA
Luxury portfolio) wants to make
it easy. Inspired by Crystal Cove
Beach, her favorite stretch of
sand in Southern California,
Aplanalp recommends this
packing list for your next waterfront getaway.
1. Make waves from Wailea Beach to
Byron Bay with Lola Sandy’s side-strap
one-piece. San Lorenzo Bikinis, $220.
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2. Stay cool, be cool beneath an Eric
Javits Floppy Fringe sun hat.
Neiman Marcus, $375.
3. Get your glow on with Supergoop!
Invincible setting powder – its
translucent minerals provide SPF 45
protection and also keep shine at bay.
Nordstrom, $30.
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4. Vintage glamour meets UVA/UVB
protection in a pair of Stacey
sunglasses. Alice + Olivia, $225.
5. A Desert Tribe kaftan in viscose voile
loves a gentle breeze. Seafolly, $112.
6. Towel, book, and sunblock fit perfectly
into this Blue String bag. ViX, $148.
7. Show off your sand-smoothed feet
with Paden sandals, raffia slides with
festive pom-poms. Joie, $298.
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BRING IT BACK: Pick
up a JW Anderson Disc
bag, made in Spain of
suede and smooth
leather, with a
circular silver
barbell.
Serrano
47, $1,455.

Madrid Makeover
El Corte Inglés

Founded in 1940, El Corte Inglés has a long and established reputation as a quintessential Spanish cultural
experience. The Castellana flagship, located on Madrid’s
Golden Mile, features more than 750,000 square feet
dedicated to designer fashion, accessories, beauty, wellness, and cuisine.
Nearby, Serrano 47 and Serrano 52, El Corte Inglés’
multibrand concept stores focusing on women and men
respectively, carry Madrid exclusives from several international designers. This year, Serrano 47 adds Alexander
McQueen, Charlotte Olympia, JW Anderson, Yves Salomon, Attico, Aurélie Bidermann, and more to its designer
list. Stock up: Spain offers one of Europe’s highest tax
breaks for international shoppers.

3 Greeting by the head concierge in the
VIP room
3 Special gift from El Corte Inglés with
purchases of more than 500 euros
3 Tapas and a glass of Spanish cava
3 Personal shopping services (by appointment)
3 Complimentary transfer from your Virtuoso hotel
3 Priority tax refund by El Corte Inglés’ concierge
VIRTUOSO
PERKS

DON’T MISS
Monthly fashion events at Serrano 47 feature top national and
international brands, including Spanish standouts like Roberto
Verino and Adolfo Domínguez.

The Chic Parisian
Galeries Lafayette

Located in the heart of Paris near the Paris Opera,
Galeries Lafayette’s three-building flagship store on
Boulevard Haussmann brims with more than 3,500 brands,
housed under a dramatic neo-Byzantine dome. Since its
creation in the late nineteenth century, the style emporium
has expressed the optimism of its belle epoque origins with
trendsetting fashion, accessories, beauty, interior decor,
and fine food, ranging from affordable to the most prestigious. Recently launched in-store activities include halfhour Friday fashion shows that feature the latest designer
trends, a master class on the secrets of French beauty, a
macaron-baking class, and a course on French winemaking.

DON’T MISS
Take in the all-embracing view of Paris from the seventh-floor terrace and visit
the Galerie des Galeries cultural space, where quarterly exhibitions showcase
French and international design.
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3 Access to the VIP
Lounge with
complimentary drinks
3 Complimentary ground
transportation for two from
Galeries Lafayette to any address
within Paris with purchases
of 500 euros or more
3 Complimentary Longchamp
foldable travel bag with purchases
of 1,000 euros or more
3 Ten percent off entrance to
Friday fashion shows, wine and
cheese tastings, and classes.
3 Purchase delivery in Paris and
access to a multilingual team of
stylists and personal shoppers
VIRTUOSO
PERKS

How to Dress Like a

FRENCH
WOMAN

Galeries Lafayette stylist
Isabelle Hervé-Pénard unlocks
the secrets of inimitable style.

(WOMAN) LECHATNOIR/GETTY IMAGES, (EIFFEL TOWER ICON) CHRISTOPHER ANDERSON/THENOUN PROJECT

The timeless, effortless grace of a
Parisian woman is just one of those
things – you know it when you see
it. Re-creating the look when it’s not
your birthright is another thing altogether. Style maven and expert personal shopper Isabelle Hervé-Pénard
offers tips and wardrobe essentials
for capturing élégance.
Keep it simple with an LBD. “The
little black dress is something every
French woman has in her wardrobe,”
Hervé-Pénard says. “It’s less an item
than a concept.” Always flattering
and versatile, it works 24 hours a day.
She recommends a wrap dress by
Diane von Furstenberg and LBDs by
Paule Ka or Ba&sh.

Invest in iconic garments, such as
a classic trench coat. “It’s heaven
wearing a Burberry trench,” she says.
If you tend toward leather jackets,
a motorcycle-style jacket by Balenciaga or Sandro can be fundamental
to a Paris-approved wardrobe.
Mix and match classic elements.
“French women adore basics,”
Hervé-Pénard says. Musts include
an elegant white blouse; a white
T-shirt (usually quite expensive); a
navy blue, light cashmere V-neck
sweater – by Joseph, for example;
and ballet flats by Repetto.
Exercise restraint. Let one vital detail
bring everything together. Scarves

can do the heavy lifting here, adding
distinction or color to an outfit. While
there are too many favorites to list,
she says you can’t go wrong with Chanel, Loewe, or Zadig & Voltaire.
Lock down the right jeans. HervéPénard loves Levi’s, but classic French
style calls for a sleeker, more feminine
look, such as white jeans from Seven7.
Other brands she favors include A.P.C.,
Acne Studios, and Closed.
Don’t chase trends. The French
woman doesn’t focus on the latest
look – she plays the long game. Witness: her classic bag. Hervé-Pénard
recommends Furla, Fauré Le Page,
and Alexander McQueen.

STRIKE A POSE IN PARIS Capture you and yours looking and feeling your best against iconic backdrops, from the

Eiffel Tower to Sacré-Coeur. Flytographer pairs travelers with professional photographers for great vacation
pics in more than 200 cities around the globe. Photography sessions from $250, for 30 minutes (15 digital images) at one location.

SHOPPING & STYLE
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Outlets,
Elevated
The Mall Firenze

Vegas Jackpot
Simon

Virtuoso partners with Simon’s luxury
shopping malls in America’s most visited
destinations. One standout: The Shops at
Crystals in Las Vegas. Housed in a Daniel
Libeskind-designed building that looks like a
polished crystal adjacent to Aria resort and
casino, The Shops features 50-plus luxury
brands – Hermès, Céline, Harry Winston,
Versace – including more than 30 boutiques
found nowhere else in Vegas.

Surrounded by the green hills of the Tuscan countryside 30
minutes southeast of Florence, and easily accessible via a daily
luxury shuttle, The Mall Firenze offers up to 70 percent off last
season’s fashions from Gucci, Saint Laurent, Givenchy, Chopard,
Dolce & Gabbana, Salvatore Ferragamo, Valentino, and more.
This year, The Mall Firenze opens a VIP Lounge and The Mall
Conciergerie, offering services such as hands-free shopping,
purchases delivered straight to your hotel, and gift cards.

Monique Clements of The Shops at Crystals says,
“Summer is the perfect time to showcase a bright
showstopping bag, such as the Lauren 1980 clutch
in aqua from Bottega Veneta.” Bottega Veneta at
The Shops at Crystals, price available on request.

3 Up to a ten percent exclusive discount in addition
to the outlet prices with a minimum of 500
euros in purchases at participating stores
3 A welcome drink at the Gucci Caffè
3 A special gift from The Mall
3 Skip the line at the tax-free office
3 Priority access at the Gucci store

DON’T MISS

INSIDER’S TIP:

Make a special trip to the top floor of the Louis Vuitton boutique to
experience the light installation by California artist James Turrell.

In the first quarter of 2019, The Mall Sanremo, a second location of The Mall Luxury Outlets, will open in the Liguria region within easy reach of Monte Carlo, Nice, and Cannes.

VIRTUOSO
PERKS
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HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF THE MALL FIRENZE
Tuscany has attracted enlightened visitors since before Michelangelo carved his David. But for a long time,
one thing was missing: a place to find fine designer goods at a considerable discount. Giorgio Motta, director of
The Mall Luxury Outlets, suggests five strategies for appreciating this Tuscan retail masterpiece.

1

243
5

Mark your calendar.

Set aside at least
half a day.
The Mall leverages
Tuscany’s natural beauty,
so it’s no surprise that
shoppers take time to
relax on shaded benches
between shops. Enjoy
the green space.

Savor the journey.

(CAMERA ICON) CREATIVE STALL/
THE NOUN PROJECT

The half-hour route from Florence to
The Mall passes through gorgeous
countryside dotted with vineyards,
olive groves, and castles.

Shoppers find excellent values and selections
throughout the year, but some months are a
little more excellent than others. In January and
July, the winter and summer collections receive
additional discounts. New collections hit the
shops in March and August.

Hop off the boat.
Cruising the Med? The Mall organizes
shuttle transfers on request from the
pier in Livorno, about 90 minutes away.

Buy leather.
Italy, and, more specifically, Tuscany,
is universally celebrated for quality
leather craftsmanship. You can’t go
wrong with Italian-made handbags,
wallets, belts, and shoes. (Take
fashion cues from Motta: His recent
purchases from The Mall include a
beautiful leather bag and a wallet as
trendy gifts for friends.)

PROJECT RUNWAY Every February and September, EliteAxis provides insider access to the non-industry set at

New York Fashion Week, with choice seats at live shows, behind-the-scenes Q&A’s, a chance to get your photo
snapped on the catwalk, and much more. New York Fashion Week experiences from $1,799.

SHOPPING & STYLE
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BEACH ESCAPES

Merchants of Venice

Northern Lights

T Fondaco dei Tedeschi

Yorkdale Shopping Centre

Steps from the Rialto Bridge on the Grand Canal in
Venice, T Fondaco dei Tedeschi offers refined shopping in an extraordinary building: The thirteenthcentury former merchant hall, restored under the
direction of architect Rem Koolhaas, boasts arcaded
walkways encircling a daylight-filled courtyard and
nearly 23,000 square feet given over to fashion, accessories, jewelry, cosmetics, wines, and gourmet food.

With 270 shops and services, Yorkdale Shopping Centre
in Toronto is Canada’s premier shopping destination.
Anchored by classic Canadian retailers Hudson’s Bay and
Holt Renfrew, it’s also the exclusive-in-country location
for standouts such as Hunter, Chloé, and, as of April, Atelier Cologne, a maison de parfum creating pure perfumes
inspired by the legendary Eau de Cologne.

For her next trip,
Yorkdale’s Mina
Barbuto has her
eye on a Hunter
backpack. Made
of rubberized
leather and with
a padded tablet
pocket, it has all
the good looks of
Hunter’s signature rain boots.
Hunter, $265.

Merchandising
manager Giampaolo
di Fino’s skincare
must-have: The
three-piece Advanced Night Repair
Essential kit by
Estée Lauder.
T Fondaco dei
Tedeschi, $389.

DON’T MISS
The dramatic steel-and-glass Event Pavilion hosts art exhibitions and a rich
calendar of concerts, dance performances, and screenings in collaboration
with Venice cultural institutions.
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DON’T MISS
The Yorkdale Style Experience offers a one-on-one consultation and private
shopping session with a professional stylist. $150.

Las Nubes de Castellana at
El Corte Inglés and (below)
Atlanta’s Southern Gentleman.

• MADRID

HAPPIER
HOURS
“Mall food” is a thing of the past.
Raise a glass (and a fork) to great
cocktails and cuisine at these
gourmet outposts.

Visitors can contemplate
the Madrid skyline from
their table at Las Nubes de
Castellana, on the top floor
of El Corte Inglés’ flagship
store. Named appropriately
for the clouds that sometimes float by, Las Nubes
serves Mediterranean and
international cuisines with a
seasonal bent and a strong
local connection. Photos by
Richard Avedon and Helmut
Newton set a fashionable
tone. A few clicks away,
on the top floor of El Corte
Inglés’ Serrano 52, things
get deliciously eclectic at
Street XO, the high-octane
fusion restaurant created by
multi-Michelin-starred chef
David Muñoz.

• FLORENCE
Shoppers can celebrate
scoring future heirlooms at
ridiculous discounts over a
cappuccino or a glass of wine
at the sleek Gucci Caffè on
the top floor of the Gucci
store at The Mall Firenze.
Pastoral views of the Tuscan
countryside provide the perfect digestif.

(SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN) EMILY SCHULTZ

• PARIS
Modeled after a Middle
Eastern bazaar, Lafayette
Gourmet at Galeries
Lafayette is the place to
stock up on delicious French
specialties before heading home. Save time for a
delicious detour to the new
Petrossian Caviar tasting

boutique, stocked with all the
brand’s flagship products,
including hand-sliced salmon,
Russian-style herring, and
Caviar Alverta Royal.

• TORONTO
The world-renowned French
patisserie Ladurée opened its
first boutique and tea salon in
Toronto at Yorkdale Shopping Centre last December.
The outpost serves Ladurée
macarons, chocolates, jams,
honeys, and specialty teas,
plus an exclusive menu of
sweet and savory dishes.

• ATLANTA
The Southern Gentleman
gastropub at The Shops
Buckhead Atlanta puts
a fresh, modern spin on
traditional dishes, such as
the TSG Shrimp “Boil” with
roasted coconut basmati
rice, and a bar menu ranging
from barrel-aged cocktails
and New World wines to the
perfect mint julep.

• LAS VEGAS
Those in search of refreshment at The Shops at
Crystals are doubly blessed:
Wolfgang Puck’s rustic Italian Cucina and tiered seafood
towers at Mastro’s Ocean
Club are only the beginning.
Wander a few paces into
the adjacent Aria resort
and the dining lineup includes more all-star choices
from Julián Serrano,
Michael Mina, and JeanGeorges Vongerichten.
SHOPPING & STYLE
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Style Central,
Coast to Coast
Simon

From San Diego to Boston and throughout the U.S., travelers will find
Simon’s luxury malls and outlets in or near some of the country’s most
visited destinations. The properties focus on top designers and brands
in storied settings with excellent dining and other amenities. A couple
of highlights: The Galleria, a Houston institution offering plenty of cityexclusive shops and brands (Céline and Christian Louboutin, to name
only two), plus an ice rink, swimming pools, tailor shops, and beauty
salons; and San Francisco Premium Outlets, with the likes of Brunello
Cucinelli, Michael Kors, and MaxMara, plus knockout views of the Livermore Valley, home to some of California’s most venerable vineyards.

NEW YORK

• Woodbury

Common Premium
Outlets, Central
Valley

CALIFORNIA

• San Francisco

Premium Outlets

• Fashion Valley,
San Diego

• Desert Hills

Premium Outlets,
Cabazon

PENNSYLVANIA
King of Prussia,
King of Prussia

MASSACHUSETTS
Copley
Place, Boston

•

•
•

MARYLAND

• Clarksburg

NEVADA
The Forum Shops,
Las Vegas

Premium Outlets

GEORGIA

• Lenox Square,
Atlanta
• Phipps Plaza,
Atlanta

Houston

At the Simon malls above, Virtuoso guests
receive a Destination Passport with offers at
participating retailers (such as Ralph Lauren,
Breitling, Longchamp, DKNY, and others) and restaurants,
including free gifts with purchase, special discounts, or
complimentary valet parking.
VIRTUOSO
PERKS

FLORIDA
The Colonnade
Outlets at Sawgrass
Mills, Sunrise
Town Center,
Boca Raton
Orlando Vineland
Premium Outlets

•

•
•
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TEXAS

• San Marcos
Premium Outlets
• The Galleria,

